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ABOUT
THIS PROGRAMME

India has become one of the key players in tomorrow’s world. A
world of risks and opportunities that requires the conscious commitment of the young generation, aware of the challenges of the
21st century.
ENGAGE and Techno India have decided to join forces to create the
first class of Young Conscious Leaders in India. Young Conscious
Leaders is a unique Global Fellowship Programme tailored for 12th
and 13th graders on the verge of entering college for them to develop unique, fundamental ‘responsible leadership skills’ and become
conscious leaders of tomorrow.

ABOUT ENGAGE

ABOUT TECHNO INDIA

ENGAGE was created in 2015 and has the
main goal of enabling individuals and organisations to become leaders of our transitioning world by developing their knowledge of
the 21st Century challenges and necessary
new soft skills at Bright City, its campus in
Paris.

Techno India Group is the largest educational hub of Eastern India having 4 Universities, 22 Engineering Colleges, 56 knowledge
campuses and serving to meet the quality
resource according to Industry demand since
1985.
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OUR
BELIEFS
INCLUSIVITY
Confronting diverging points of view allows to highlight the common ground
but also the contrasts existing among a population on a same topic to make
the optimal decisions. The more diverse the audience, the richer the discussion.
ETHICS
Ethics are indispensable when developing a project to accommodate the
diverging expectations of eclectic stakeholders - individuals, organisations,
citizens, entrepreneurs.
LEARNING
Transmitting and acquiring new knowledge, developing a critical and creative
mindset are the first steps to an essential process of reinvention when
engaging in transformative ambitions.
INTERDISCIPLINARITY
When dealing with today’s interrelated and systemic challenges, acknowledging the specificities of each sector and field of expertise and learning new
transposable and key soft skills are major necessities.

SEARCH FOR IMPACT
In addition to a week-long immersive programme into contemporary challenges, the Young Conscious Leaders will develop a concrete project during the
entire school year with the help of one of the speakers of our Programme.
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A TYPICAL DAY
AT YCL

08:45 - 09:00

WELCOMING

09:00 - 09:30

ENGAGE IN l Beatboxing

09:30 - 11:30

Seminar l Understanding the

A FIVE DAY
PROGRAMME

COMPLEXITY

Anthropocene
11:30 – 13 :00

Workshop l The Art of Speech

13:00 - 14:00

Lunch

14:00 - 15:00

Testimony l Sustainable
businesses

15:00 - 18:00

Workshop l Climate Collage

18:00 - 18:30

ENGAGE OUT

18:30 - 19:30

Free time

19:30 - 20:30

Dinner

20:30 - 22:00

Talent Show

ENVIRONMENT

GOVERNANCE &
LEADERSHIP

TECH FOR GOOD

ETHICS

AND A ONE YEAR CHALLENGE
The major ambition of the Programme is to empower its participants to take action :
Young Conscious Leaders will develop during the week at Offbeat a concrete project in
relation to one of the topics tackled, either personal, professional or academic. One of the
YCL speakers will be designated to accompany and help the student on their project, provide them with resources and practical advice throughout the school year.
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DEVELOPED
SKILLS

CONSCIOUS
LEADERSHIP

Adopt a benevolent and open posture to better enable collaborators to follow your lead when driving change.

COLLECTIVE
INTELLIGENCE

Acquire transposable and enlightening tools to enhance the
efficiency of joint decision-making, team-spirit and cooperative
processes.

ART OF SPEECH

Develop your ability to pass on important messages and convince
others by taking control of your words, gestures and argumentation

EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION

Forge fundamental skills to become a communication expert, such
as active listening, non-verbal communication and positive
feedback.

RISK-TAKING

Learn to value opportunities and make effective and timely
decisions by gaining self-confidence and poise in the face of
uncertainty.

«

YCL might be the best and most
productive 5 days any student will be
signing up for !

»

Young Conscious Leader - First edition
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BENEFITS

Young Conscious Leaders is an effective way of developing fundamental responsible
leadership skills, all the while keeping an open mind on the systemic nature of our
societies and the key domains that characterise them.

Be trained under a premium international leadership programme in the comfort
of your own city/ country
Be part of a young international community of leaders and changemakers
Add concrete value and proof of leadership skills to your resume
Receive a personal certificate at the end of the programme

«

Start building your personal local and international network and connections

»

I developed many important skills for my future carrer, and overcame my fear of public speaking.

«

Young Conscious Leader - First edition

»

I strongly recommend this programme if you
want to become a good leader in your
upcoming life.

»

Young Conscious Leader - First edition

www.engage.world
laetitia@engage.world

